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About This Game

The main hero of the game is a druid who is looking for a teacher to gain wisdom, but his way lays through the magic forest that
contains a lot of obstacles and riddles.

You will have to collect magic runes that give you different abilities, solve puzzles and help forest dwellers to find your teacher.

Features

 Magic forest atmosphere;

 Stylized graphics;

 Big set of different abilities;

 Large number of interesting puzzles.
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Great game. The artwork is awesome and the soundtrack fits perfectly.. Long Grind, Boring Story. In many ways it's like they
tried to make a Witcher 3. Origins Is an improvement in The AC franchise from the last few instalments. I wish they would
concentrate less on giving us tonnes of repetitive busy work and invested in some good story telling and voice acting.
  Buy on Sale. not worth Full Price.. What a great way to make learning addition fun for kids! The gameplay is very simple - you
are presented with an endless amount of math questions and you get a point for every one you answer correctly. Challenge your
children to beat their earlier high scores.

I am very impressed that this game was created and published by a 7 year old girl. By selling this game and getting so many
positive reviews she has already done much better than I have when it comes to making games. Well done, Penny! I hope you
make more games for us.. Another winner from Artifex Mundi. I enjoyed this game from start to finish. I played all the way
through without stopping. The story was excellent...set in a medieval time period. The graphics are beautiful and there music
score very pleasant and fitting for the time period. There is a variety of different games and HO scenes. The voice acting is
superb. I liked that there was not any magic or gloominess in this game, no over done fantasy...just straight forward, down to
earth story telling and game play, which is very refreshing. If there is another game in this series I look forward to it. Thanks
Artifex Mundi for a great game that is a refreshing change. I recommend this game.. At least let me launch the ♥♥♥♥ing
thing... Top notch mod that I really enjoy, but Steam tells me I can't ♥♥♥♥ing launch it, GG.. Terrible Graphics. Terrible
Gameplay. DO NOT BUY! DONATE THE MONEY TO CHARITY. All the game issues still exist for so many years and koei
never do something, so what can we do?
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Harumm, There isn't much for balance, The upgrades are borderline pointless and it's just another mindless clicker game.

Frankly the boost system is aggravating, there are 2 good boosts and the rest are just piles of garbage in the long run. Hope you
like waiting for them to spawn and getting a click shower when you really needed fight unemployment!. If you're looking for a
very short, ridiculously easy point-and-click with a ton of hidden object scenes, then please buy this. Otherwise, pass.. If you
dare to give me such a game, I dare to give you a excellent comment.. It is a great game, only problem with it is that there is
barely a community left. Help save the game and buy this game and so I have someone to play with :P. my freind who is
mexican showed my this game and i was like yes. Not a bad game, I had fun with it. However, if you aren't patient, you won't
have a good experience with this game. There is a lot of waiting and skipping through random encounter text. Storyline and
characters are bland, but the unique battle/haggle system was a refreshing change of pace. The beginning of the game is also
quite a slow learning experience, and some of the rules were better understood when I simply saw them in play, rather than
trying to understand them as they were explained. Overall, this game gets perhaps a 6/10 from me. I recommend it, but only
somewhat, and only to people who are patient enough to deal with continuously bland characters and dialogue. I, personally,
enjoyed the gameplay, but as a whole, the game is far from polished and is easily overshadowed by more flushed-out titles.

"Druid" demo version is avalaible:
Hi all! 

Demo version of our game Druid is avalaible in Steam now. 

You can download it from a Druid game page
https://store.steampowered.com/app/552390/Druid/

Also follow our developer page 

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/BlazingPlanetStudio

And wishlist our new game Lanternium! 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/618210/Lanternium/. [GREENLIGHT] Lanternium:
Hi all!
We have posted a new game "Lanternium" in GREENLIGHT 

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=858298200

Description:

The Tricky fox has stolen your cookie jar and now you have to find him collecting lost cookies on your way! Lanternium is an
exciting adventure where you have to use your lantern with different colors to solve interesting puzzles, find hidden objects and
collect yammy for main hero!. "Lanternium" demo version is avalaible:
Hi all! 

Demo version of our game Lanternium is avalaible in Steam now. 

You can download it from a Lanternium game page
https://store.steampowered.com/app/618210/Lanternium/. Update 1.1.1:
Added Korean language. Thanks to Dollppin . Update 1.1.0, Mac OS and Polish language support:
Hello! 

Today we have updated the game to version 1.1.0 

List of changes:
- Added support for Mac OS; 

- Added Polish language; 

- Change the appearance of the interface; 

- Added a secret alternate ending; 

- Minor fixes. 
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Thank you all for your feedback! . Lanternium is released!:
After 2 years of development, our game Lanternium is released!
Thanks to everyone who helped and supported us!

. Replacing Chinese localization:
Hello! 

We decided to replace the Chinese localization due to the fact that the old version was incomprehensible to users. 

We also apologize to all who could not play our game because of the mistakes of the past localizer. . Update 1.2:
Hello! 

Today we have updated the game to version 1.2 

List of changes:
- Added Chineese language; 

- Game optimization; 

- Minor fixes. 

Thank you all for your feedback! 
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